
EXPANSION - Basic American Foods Urgent Recall

Summary

Basic American Foods has issued an expansion recall for au gratin potatoes because of potential
contamination with Salmonella. The below item in BOLD has been added to the recall. This is an
expansion to the original recall which was communicated on May 8th.

Recall Date 5/10/2024
dfa

Company Basic American Foods
dfa

Product Au Gratin Potatoes

Reason Salmonella
dfa

Illness

Salmonella is an organism which can cause serious and sometimes fatal infections in young
children, frail or elderly people, and others with weakened immune systems. Healthy persons
infected with Salmonella often experience fever, diarrhea (which may be bloody), nausea, vomiting
and abdominal pain. In rare circumstances, infection with Salmonella can result in the organism
getting into the bloodstream and producing more severe illnesses such as arterial infections (i.e.,
infected aneurysms), endocarditis and arthritis.
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Instructions

Please isolate any affected product (see below table) and destroy it in a secure manner to prevent
unauthorized consumption. If you have product stored out of the case and are unsure of the code
date please destroy this product also. For credit, contact your sales representative or your local
Gordon Food Service Store if you purchase in the store. Please note that proper procedures must
be followed and these cases may not be returned to your distributor. If you have further distributed
any of these products, then you are responsible to notify all consignees of this recall.

The recall includes only the below items and lot codes that were sold by Gordon Food Service.
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GFS Item # Vendor Item # Description Lot Code

118575 20922
BAF Au Gratin Potatoes Side Dish,

Reduced-Sodium, Dehydrated, 2.25 Lb
Carton, 6/Case

MAR3025, MAR3125, APR0125,
APR0225, APR0325, APR0425

118567 94595
BAF Scalloped Potatoes Side Dish, Reduced
Sodium, Dehydrated, 2.25 Lb Carton, 6/Case

APR1425; APR1525; APR1625
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Customers who have additional questions can contact:

Customer Service, ordermanagement@baf.com, 1-800-358-9172


